
The Relationship Between  
Prosecutors and Police: Promoting 
Accountability and Building Public  
Confidence  

“[N]othing since slavery—not Jim Crow  
segregation, not forced convict labor, not 
lynching, not restrictive covenants in housing, 
not being shut out of New Deal programs like 
Social Security and the GI Bill, not massive 
resistance to school desegregation, not the 
ceaseless efforts to prevent African  
Americans from voting—nothing has sparked 
the level of outrage among African Americans 
as when they have felt under violent attack by 
the police.”  

– Paul Butler, CHOKEHOLD: POLICING BLACK MEN 

(2017).

Law enforcement has become militarized, trained, and 

equipped to fight wars on drugs and crime, and to treat 

citizens as if they are the enemy. Founded on institutional 

racism, law enforcement aggression leads to communi-

ties of color being overpoliced—African Americans are 

more likely to interact with police and more likely to be 

arrested for actions that go unpunished elsewhere. The 

predictable result of unlawful policing practices, includ-

ing the excessive use of force, is the  belief by the public 

that law enforcement is an oppressive force threatening 

community security, not protecting it.  This situation begs 

the question—who is policing the police?  Too often the 

answer is no one. There are approximately 18,000 law 

enforcement agencies in the U.S.1 Evidence shows there 

is virtually no accountability for police officers involved 

in cases of excessive force.2 Of the nearly 100 officers ar-

rested since 2005 for fatal use of force, only 35 have been 

convicted of a crime, often for substantially lower crimes 

than convictions in comparable non-police involved mur-

ders. 3  Only  were convicted for the crime of murder. 4

Prosecutors’ dependence on police creates a conflict of 

interest that undermines their willingness and ability 

to prosecute police officers. Police accountability in 

America is an issue that should concern every resident.5 

For far too long, prosecutors and the courts have been 

indifferent to police violence. Even as recent cases starkly 

illuminate the problem, prosecutors still hesitate or fail 

to act.6 A major portion of the blame falls on fundamental 

problems that exist in the police-prosecutor relation-

ship.7 These seemingly independent actors have a very 

symbiotic connection. In practice, prosecutors depend 

almost entirely on police for the success of their cases, 

from charging to conviction.8 Police often guide cases 

with little oversight from prosecutors and are able to 

influence case outcomes from the moment of arrest.9 This 

interdependence means any decision to prosecute police 

misconduct carries the risk of police withdrawing their 

cooperation in future cases.10 Inherent conflict of interest 

in prosecuting police misconduct and police violence is 

just one reason why prosecutors must create more pro-

fessional distance between their offices and local police 

departments.

Politics can thwart prosecutor-led attempts to hold 

police accountable. In most jurisdictions, prosecutors 

are elected officials. Being seen as “tough on crime” can 

make or break a candidacy, so police union endorsement 

is important. Within the bounds of the First Amendment, 

the ability of police unions and police labor organizations 

to make contributions to prosecutor candidates during 

elections should be tightly controlled.11 This would help 

shield prosecutors from undue interference from police 

officers.12 State ethics rules for prosecutors could bar 

or restrict these campaign contributions.13 Also, police 

unions often resist district attorneys’ reform attempts,14 

actively undermine their re-election efforts,15 and strenu-

ously oppose legislation aimed at increasing transparency 

and accountability in misconduct investigations.16  
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Grand Jury manipulation. Very rarely 

do grand juries indict in cases of 

police excessive use of forced and 

other acts of alleged misconduct 

despite almost uniformly indicting for 

all other crimes presented to them.17 

While a variety of factors contrib-

ute to this,18 it is mainly due to the 

considerable power prosecutors use 

in grand jury proceedings to affirma-

tively to protect the police.19 In fact, 

grand jury proceedings involving po-

lice suspects are also markedly more 

thorough than those in any other 

contexts.20 Local prosecutors often 

provide police-suspects much great-

er procedural privileges at the grand 

jury stage than other suspects by al-

lowing them right to counsel, to hear 

evidence presented to the grand jury, 

and even to testify before the jurors.21 

Special22 and independent prosecu-

tors appointed to handle grand jury 

proceedings of police-suspect cases 

are less likely to feel pressure to 

make these types of concessions.23 

The secrecy surrounding these pro-

ceedings insulates prosecutors from 

accountability for whatever actions 

they take to (not) convince jurors 

to indict police-suspects.24 Lessen-

ing—or even removing—this secrecy 

would result in more transparency in 

police misconduct cases.25 Including 

judges and/or defense attorneys in 

grand jury proceedings could prevent 

prosecutors from outsized influence 

in their outcomes. Currently, pros-

ecutors have the “nearly limitless 

ability to shape the presentation of 

the evidence and influence the grand 

jurors.”26 Prosecutors must begin to 

restore community trust by publish-

ing the evidence presented to the 

jury and summarizing the findings 

and rationale of their decisions to 

charge (or not charge) a police sus-

pect.27

Keeping the law enforcement 

relationship collaborative does not 

override the need to hold police 

accountable for their actions. The 

need to safeguard day-to-day police/

prosecutor interactions leads many 

prosecutor offices to largely ignore 

the many instances of police miscon-

duct and police slayings of unarmed 

individuals, often Black men and 

boys.28 This fuels outrage in many 

communities where no effective 

recourse exists. In fact, prosecutor 

offices are frequently complicit in 

police misconduct and this complicity 

further undermines public confidence 

in  many local justice systems. Some 

offices, for instance, fail to disclose 

evidence and otherwise cover up in-

stances of police dishonesty. 29 Many 

offices’ internal measures to track 

instances of officer misconduct with-

in prosecutor offices “are haphazard 

at best, and intentionally negligent at 

worst.”30 Prosecutors must clean up 

their own houses. Prosecutors can 

and should refuse  to cover-up police 

dishonesty and prosecute excessive 

force cases.31 

Prosecutor-based police account-

ability improves the credibility 

of the criminal justice system. 

Research has clearly documented 

misconduct and overreach by police 

when it comes to shoddy investiga-

tions and falsification of evidence32 

and perjured testimony.33 Because 

prosecutors are dependent on police 

work for the cases they prosecute, 

holding police accountable improves 

the integrity of their own work 

product. For example, holding police 

accountable for lying about evidence 

will result in fewer instances of such 

lying going forward—and fewer cases 

in which false evidence becomes a 

barrier to successful prosecution.34

 

 

Even though convictions are few, 

efforts to restore the public’s confi-

dence in law enforcement by pros-

ecuting police misconduct are im-

portant and require major reforms. 

Where it exists, public confidence 

in the system is extremely fragile in 

communities of color.35 Recent polling 

on the public perceptions of po-

lice,36 prosecutors,37 and the criminal 

justice system38 demonstrates how 

eroded the “appearance of justice” 

is for many communities, and reveals 

drastically different views that divide 

along racial39 and socio-economic 

lines. When asked about their views 

on police in their communities, 33% 

of Blacks said police do an “excel-

lent or good job” versus 75% of their 

White counterparts,40 and only 31% of 

Black Americans feel that police are 

able hold “officers accountable when 

misconduct occurs, versus 70% of 

Whites.41 This divide keeps widening 

and threatens the very foundation of 

our criminal legal system. 
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Police accountability can be pursued in a number of ways, including: 

Independent Review. “Independent investigations of 

all cases where police kill or seriously injure civilians” 

and similar misconduct-prone contexts42 is frequently 

recommended.  These can take a number of forms, most 

notably by appointing special prosecutors, creating col-

laborative investigation teams, or creating civil review 

boards.

Special prosecutors from outside the jurisdiction can 

help avoid the “appearance of impropriety” that might 

occur in police misconduct cases where a local prose-

cutor’s “impartiality might reasonably be questioned.”43 

Collaborative Investigation Teams. Employing col-

laborative investigation teams comprised of represen-

tatives from police departments, prosecutor offices, 

and/or other government and community bodies could 

promote better misconduct investigations.44 One such 

model exists in Denver: its officer-involved shooting 

protocol requires that police department investigators 

and the district attorney’s office collaborate in the 

shooting investigation, before the DA’s office deter-

mines whether to charge the officer.45 Where the deci-

sion is not to charge, the office must prepare a decision 

letter, which it makes available to the public along with 

the investigative file.46 

Civilian Review Boards (CRBs) “consisting of qualified 

members with long-term appointments”47 could replace 

prosecutors. However, CRBs take significant invest-

ment of money and time to create, staff, and train,48 and 

have been largely ineffective.  Limiting their function to 

producing lists of potential special prosecutors might 

be a solution. This increases community involvement 

in the special prosecutor’s work while avoiding some 

of the problems of that come when CRBs have more 

substantial involvement.49

Decertification of police officers who engage in 

misconduct. Prosecutors should refer all offi-

cer misconduct to local police headquarters and 

recommend that proceedings be initiated against 

officers before existing Peace Officers Standards 

and Training Commissions. These bodies are typi-

cally charged with ensuring that officers who offer 

perjured testimony, falsify documents, tamper 

with evidence, obstruct police-involved shooting 

investigations, etc., are stripped of their profes-

sional license and forfeit the privilege to be law 

enforcement officers.50 Increasingly, advocates are 

calling for these officers to be placed on restric-

tive “do-not-call” lists,51 which preclude officers 

with prior misconduct from participating in future 

trials. Chief prosecutors in Philadelphia, Baltimore, 

Brooklyn, Boston, Houston, and St. Louis City have 

begun building lists that bar officers serving as 

witnesses for a host of bad acts.52 There is on-go-

ing debate about these lists being made publicly 

available.53
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From police perjury leading to wrongful convic-

tions to police-involved shootings and other 

excessive use of force cases, prosecutors have 

failed to hold police accountable for criminal 

actions. Consequently, the systems that are 

legitimized by the trust that communities place 

in them have failed those communities, partic-

ularly people of color. Police misconduct and 

police violence are issues of the utmost impor-

tance when an elected prosecutor promises to 

administer a fair and equitable system of justice 

in her community. Police violence deserves to 

Conclusion
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be met with the full extent of law and prosecu-

tors should pursue every conceivable remedy 

to hold police officers to account for their fatal 

use of force. Independent prosecutors should 

handle these egregious cases.  Prosecutors can 

and must ensure that they play a role in restor-

ing and maintaining public confidence in the 

criminal justice system. They must encourage 

law enforcement agencies to take steps to in-

stitutionalize reforms54 that ensure that public 

confidence is built to help restore community 

trust and reduce harm done by police.
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